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Hyundai Santa Fe

RUNOUT

Whatever it is, take it with you.

While our Santa Fe model will still be available in Petrol and Hybrid, we want to celebrate the legacy
the diesel model leaves behind. We have limited stock of New Zealand’s favourite family SUV.  

Say Goodbye to our Legendary Santa Fe Diesel

Repayments are based on a Hyundai Santa Fe Elite Diesel with RSP of $72,990 a $15,000 deposit, an 13.95 % p.a. interest rate fixed for the 48 month term of the loan, a total 
kilometre allowance of 40,000km and an Assured Future Value (AFV) of $35,953.39,a $130 UDC establishment fee, $10.35 PPSR fee, and a dealer origination fee of $495 will 
apply. Payment amounts may vary depending on your chosen loan term, km allowance and deposit amount. This AFV offer is valid from 15/02/2024 to 31/03/2024 (or while 
stocks last) and is available on Hyundai Santa Fe Elite vehicles through UDC Finance. UDC Finance Limited’s lending criteria, standard terms and conditions apply. AFV terms 
and conditions apply to any AFV contract. Total amount payable $102,701.32

Book your test drive today

Santa Fe Towing Capacity: 2,500 kg
Boating, camping, moving, exploring—with Santa Fe the sky’s the limit for bringing along the 
necessary trailers, cargo and recreational vehicles. The Santa Fe is perfect for an active lifestyle and 
is equipped for up to 2,500kg of heavy-duty braked towing.
Towbar is an extra cost option.

HTRAC All-Wheel Drive
Unlike other on demand all-wheel-drive systems, HTRAC™ variably controls the braking and power to 
the wheels. In combination with the drive modes, HTRAC™ improves acceleration, stability and fuel 
efficiency. The system increases traction while enhancing cornering performance to achieve optimal 
balance on every kind of road condition. 

Hyundai Santa Fe 
2.2L  Diesel Elite
From

$ .99249 *

PER WEEK


